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Removing the last 10 pounds is the hardest part of losing weight because your body wants to
hold on to them. 50 new Eat-Clean recipes! Reward! Writer Tosca Reno shares the slim-down
secrets of fitness versions and celebrities, teaching readers how to finally lose that last 10
pounds and keep it all off for good. So many people workout and eat ideal, but those pounds
refuse to budge and they have no idea why!
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  highly recommend this book. This book seriously changed my life. It's delicious scorching or
cold. Dinner at 5pm, and occasionally a snack before bed, easily needed it.Purchase this
publication for the quality recipes, or if you don't have the various other books. Like a lot of
people said, there isn't any ton of new info, but that didn't especially matter if you ask me. She
teaches you how exactly to measure Your meal for YOURSELF by using YOUR hands. Please
discover attached picture. They're MOTIVATING. You will not be hungry - you may be
consuming every 2 hours. I love Tosca's books and subscribe to Clean Consuming magazine,
and overall, this book is right. I needed that. This is my 1st book from Tosca.She addresses more
than just weight reduction too. After you have gotten some weight off, she recommends buying
fresh bras to make your breasts feel/appear better, whiten your teeth so that you have self-
confidence to smile more & she has a whole chapter on the benefits of your body & pores and
skin from drinking water. I am following it on / off for a few years, however the food is absolutely
amazing and you're often FULL by the end of the day!. Five Stars Love this! This lady is
completely awesome! This books is indeed much more than a meal program - it teaches you a
new way to live. I really like the meal plans I was so excited to end up being reading other
reviewers' responses and concur. This has changed my life, too. I'm consuming it right now for my
lunch time. I love the meal plans. I love the advice , but also the meal program has been in
another book already. Since I had taken the "Eat Clean Diet" off my bookshelf, I've bought this
and a few others. Your measured food will be different from your own friend, your spouse, etc.
THEREFORE I would consume at breakfast at 7am, snack at 9am, lunch time at 11am, another
snack at 1pm, and another snack at 3pm. It is not hard to invest in this course of action.So,
though less portable, the hard copy edition of this book could have met my purposes. I
thought I had a healthy method of consuming, and I did so not believe that, at age 59, any
other plan would work. I was wrong. In one of her books, she got successful story of a 59 year
old female who lost 60 lbs. That motivated me to begin with, and this "Stripped" diet keeps me
motivated. I disagree with another review having said that the recipes weren't good. So
pleased with this purchase and my brand-new eat clean lifestyle! I produced the leek and
potato soup last night; I am so excited. I look at meals completely different now. I strongly
suggest that if you, like me, are feeling like nothing will work any longer because you're in your
mid-fifties or beyond, try reading this publication. I believe you will end up changed as I was.
They're delicious.!Just simply because an aside on most of her books: despite the fact that the
knowledge is sound and well researched, I must say -- just how many pictures can you have of
yourself in these books?! I personal 4 of her books. It creates it SO much easier to strategy my
meals. (I have purchased 4 total)Commit to yourself, adhere to this Stripped Program & LOVE
ITTT Love this reserve and like the Eat-Clean Diet!Many thanks to the bookseller meant for the
great condition of the book, as well!!She looks great and do a great job of getting in form, but
enough already! great publication for clean eating loved this book, We started clean eating
this year and LOVE this way of living. best non diet plan ever :) This publication lays everything
out for you to be well on the way to a healthy lifestyle. I run clean eating challenge groups
and use this reserve as my guild. great concepts and guild lines and easy to follow,
understand and put into action into your daily life.This books is indeed much more than a meal
plan - it teaches you a fresh way to live. My ranking is lower only due to the repetitiveness..
There's no "diet" about it ;) Miss the Kindle Version We ate clean without cheating (except
weekly alcohol) for eight weeks, but got off track the past several weeks. Five Stars Good! I
guarantee, you will be content you did. The reason why I bought the reserve had been
because:1.) I am 10 pounds away from my goal pounds and needed my interest in taking in



clean to become revamped. The book can be successfully doing this.2. It's a lifestyle changer
and i will incorporate this kind of eating from right here on out. Ugh. I must say i dislike meal
setting up. It's frustrating to physique out what you ought to be eating, find quality recipes
that look great, make a grocery list, go to the farmer's marketplace and come home with your
bounty and revise the grocery list, visit the store, etc. I've a really hard time reading them and
really have to work at doing so instead of being able to glance at the plan to see what is for
lunch (for example). This is where the Kindle edition really disappointed me. I would rate the
reserve itself four stars, however the Kindle version just three stars, because the meal plans small,
blurry graphics instead of normal text message. I knew this publication had meal plans, so I was
excited for clean ideas for my meal setting up and for the convenience of the pre-made plans.
I lost cravings for sugar within two times of starting this course of action. For me, employed in
an workplace, I ate on all of the odd hours beginning at 7am. The book is good, i still haven't
be capable of geting finished The book is good, i still haven't be capable of geting finished. It
has trained me about eating the same foods but consuming them "clean".) Meal arranging.
Love the meal plan Love the meal program. There is variety, but you have to either share with
the family or cut your recipe down whether it's just you. Haven't stumbled upon a bad recipe.
redundant I agree this publication is more of the same information repeated. Only have it 4
celebrities because all of the books have just about the same information about weight loss,
desire there was only a recipe book without the intro. Tosca Reno is awesome and makes
health insurance and nutrition clear to see and ... Tosca Reno rocks ! and makes health
insurance and nutrition easy to understand and use in real life. Everyone should very own all
her books. I am within 10 pounds of my goal fat, therefore i thought this book would be perfect
for me. Five Stars Tosca Reno explains clean eating in a way anyone can understand!. Five
Stars Good book to get educated in eating the correct foods
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